Digital Platform Commission Act of 2022
Section-by-Section Summary

Section 1 – Short Title; Table of Contents.

Section 2 – Findings; Sense of Congress. Provides context for the bill, outlining the benefits and harms of digital platforms, the current lack of regulation to promote the public interest, and the consistent pattern of Congress establishing expert federal bodies to regulate complex new sectors of the economy.

Section 3 – Definitions.

[excerpts of key definitions]

- **Algorithmic Process** – A computational process, including one derived from AI, that processes personal information or other data to determine how information is presented to users of a digital platform, including commercial content, social media posts, and search results.

- **Digital Platform** – An online service that serves as an intermediary facilitating interactions between consumers, or between consumers and entities offering goods and services. This includes online services directly offering goods and services, provided they are not a *de minimis* part of the digital platform’s overall business. It excludes the websites of news organizations and small businesses, with the latter based on a definition of a “small digital platform business” which the Small Business Administration will determine within six months.

- **Online Service** – A consumer-facing website, back-end online support system, or other facilitator of online activities.

- **Systemically Important Digital Platform** – A special designation allowing for additional regulation and oversight by the Commission, based on attributes outlined in Section 10.

- Establishes a Federal Digital Platform Commission to execute and enforce provisions in this Act and outlines the purposes of the Commission to regulate digital platforms consistent with the public interest, to promote, so far as possible:

  1. Access to digital platforms for civic engagement and economic and educational opportunities.

  2. Access to government services and public safety.

  3. Competition and consumer welfare, such as lower prices and better quality of service.

  4. Prevention of harmful levels of concentration of private power over critical digital infrastructure.

  5. A robust and competitive marketplace of ideas.

  6. Protection for consumers from deceptive, unfair, unjust, unreasonable, or abusive practices committed by digital platforms.

  7. Assurance that the algorithmic processes of digital platforms are fair, transparent, and safe.

Section 5 – Jurisdiction.

- Plenary Jurisdiction – Establishes the jurisdiction over digital platforms which provide services in the United States and affect interstate or foreign commerce.

- Provisions Relative to Systemically Important Digital Platforms – Directs the Commission to decide within six months whether to issue rules specific to the most significant digital platforms, concerning:

  o Data portability and interoperability.

  o Requirements for algorithmic systems to be fair, transparent, and without harmful or anticompetitive bias.
○ Transparency requirements for terms of service, including content moderation policies.

○ Requirements for regular public risk assessments about the distribution of harmful content on the platform and steps the platform is taking to mitigate those harms.

○ General transparency and disclosure obligation to enable oversight by the Commission, third-party audits, and trusted third-party research.

○ Accessibility for users from certain populations, such as individuals who are blind.

• Forbearance – Grants the Commission flexibility to expand or restrict its jurisdiction over a digital platform or class of digital platforms.

Section 6 – Organization and general powers.

• The Commission will have five Commissioners, including one chair, appointed by the president and confirmed by the Senate for five year terms. There can be no more than three commissioners of the same political party. This section also outlines qualifications for commissioners, compensation, and protections against conflicts of interests.

• The Commission will be located in Washington, D.C. but may hold special sessions across the country.

• The Commission may recruit and train volunteers to help monitor violations of this Act or regulation prescribed by the Commission.

• The Commission shall enter into memoranda of understanding with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and the Department of Justice (DOJ) to ensure maximum coordination, collaboration, and effective use of Federal resources in areas of overlapping jurisdiction.

Section 7 – Organization and functioning of the Commission.

• Establishes duties of the Chair and allows the Commission to organize itself
into functional bureaus while endeavoring to promote collaboration and cross-cutting subject matter and technical expertise.

- Directs the Commission to prioritize hiring of staff with demonstrated background in computer science, data science, application development, technology policy, and other areas the Commission deems necessary.

- Allows any person aggrieved by an order, decision, or action by the Commission to file an application for review.

Section 8 – Code Council.

- Directs the Commission to establish a Code Council to develop and propose voluntary or enforceable behavioral codes, technical standards, or other policies for digital platforms for the Commission’s consideration. The Council does this through a “code process” which can be initiated either by the Commission or the Council.

- If the “code process” is initiated, the Council will allow for feedback from interested parties, make public the factual record, and vote on whether to submit a recommendation to the Commission for a proposed code, standard, or policy. It can complete this process no earlier than six months, but not later than one year. After the Commission receives the Council’s recommendation, it must decide whether to approve or reject it no earlier than 45 days and no later than 90 days.

- The “code process” does not preclude the Commission from issuing codes, standards, or policies through its standard rule-making process. No recommendation of the Council is binding without approval by the Commission.

- The Council would comprise 18 members, including 6 representatives of digital platforms, 6 representatives from nonprofit public interests groups, academics, and other financially disinterested experts, and 6 technical experts from fields like data science, communications, and engineering.

- The Commission shall review and update any code, standard, or other policy established through the “code council” process.
Section 9 – Rulemaking authority, requirements, and considerations.

- Establishes the Commission’s authority to promulgate rules to carry out the Act and directs it to tailor any such rules, as appropriate, based on the size, dominance, or other attributes of particular digital platforms.

Section 10 – Systemically important digital platforms.

- Allows the Commission to designate systemically important digital platforms and promulgate rules specific to them.

- The Commission shall designate a digital platform as a systemically important digital platform if it meets the following criteria:
  
  ○ is open to the public on one side and has significant engagement among users, which may take the form of private groups, public groups, and the sharing of posts visible to some or all users;

  ○ conducts business primarily at the interstate or international level, as opposed to the intrastate level; and

  ○ has operations with significant nationwide economic, social, or political impacts, which the Commission will define through a public rulemaking process. Attributes the Commission may consider in determining what constitutes this include:

    ■ the ability of the platform to significantly shape the dissemination of news;

    ■ the ability of the platform to cause a person significant, immediate, and demonstrable economic, social, or political harm by exclusion from the platform;

    ■ the platform’s market power;

    ■ the platform’s unique daily users; and

    ■ the dependence of business users on the platform to reach customers.
• The Commission may require annual reports from systemically important digital platforms and prescribe their format and content.

**Section 11 – Inter-agency support.**

• Requires the Commission to provide support to any other federal agency that requests its expertise or technical assistance.

• Requires any federal agency, including the FTC and DOJ, engaged in the investigation, regulation, or oversight concerning digital platforms to consult with the Commission in carrying out that work. It similarly requires the Commission to consult with other federal agencies in doing the same.

**Section 12 – Petitions.**

• Allows any digital platform to petition the Commission to forebear the application of its rules, codes, standards, or other policies. If the Commission does not grant the petition within 18 months, it is dismissed without prejudice. The Commission may grant or deny the petition, subject to the Administrative Procedures Act.

**Section 13 – Research.**

• Establishes a Research Office at the Commission to conduct internal research, collaborate with outside academics and experts, and competitively award grants to conduct research consistent with the purposes of the Commission.

• Establishes a pilot program that allows vetted, financially disinterested experts to access data collected from a digital platform by the Commission to conduct research in the public interest, while ensuring protections for user data and the digital platform’s business interests.

**Section 14 – Investigative authority.**

• Allows the Commission to inquire into the management and business practices of digital platforms subject to this Act and obtain information from those platforms necessary to carry out its duties.

**Section 15 – HSR filings.**
- The Commission shall receive any Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) filing for a merger involving a systemically important digital platform. The Commission may request additional information from the merging parties.

- The Commission, DOJ, and FTC must cooperate in reviewing the filing and determining whether the merger would violate this Act.

- The Commission may provide a recommendation to the DOJ and FTC about whether to consummate the merger based on whether it is consistent with the purposes of this Act. DOJ and FTC may reject the merger on the basis of this recommendation and must give the recommendation substantial weight.

**Section 16 – Enforcement by private persons and governmental entities.**

- Allows anyone damaged by a digital platform to complain to the Commission or bring a civil action to petition for the enforcement of any provision in the Act. If a digital platform satisfies this complaint, it is relieved of liability for that particular violation. If a digital platform does not satisfy this complaint, the Commission shall investigate the matter. It will conclude this investigation within six months, and as a result of the investigation, may order the digital platform to pay the complainant for relief.

**Section 17 – Enforcement by Commission and Department of Justice.**

- The Commission may issue an order to cause a person violating this Act to cease and desist or pay restitution, where applicable.

- Establishes a civil penalty for any digital platform that knowingly violates this Act.

- Directs the Commission to establish a civil penalty for a violation of this Act in an amount it deems necessary to deter future violations.

- Caps the total amount of civil penalties imposed on a digital platform during a year to no more than 15 percent of its total global revenue in the preceding year.

**Section 18 – Proceedings to enjoin, set aside, annul, or suspend orders of the Commission.**
• Allows a person to appeal any decision or order by the Commission to the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia or any district court in which the person resides.

Section 19 – Oversight board.

• After five years, the president shall appoint an independent panel to submit an in-depth report to Congress assessing the Commission’s effectiveness, proposing reforms to strengthen the Commission, and recommending whether the Commission should continue.

Section 20 – Authorization of appropriations.

• Authorizes an initial appropriation of $100 million for Fiscal Year 2023, which ramps up to $500 million by Fiscal Year 2027.